This study seeks to promote an understanding of the practices of reviewers for the Academy of Management's Journal (AMJ) and Review (AMB). A survey of reviewers for the two journals revealed that the practices of those reviewing empirical articles for AMf varied little from the practices of those reviewing nonempirical articles for AMR. Factor analysis revealed three dimensions of significance identifying differences among reviewers' practices. We termed them thoroughness, guidance, and substance. Further analysis of indexes derived from those factors and their correlates provided insight into forces at work in reviewers as they participated in the review process.
Conscious of guilt and fearful of the light, They lurk enshrouded in the veil of night, Safe from detection, seize the unwary prey. And stab, like bravoes, all who come that way.
-Charles ChurchillÂ cademics attempting to publish articles in professional journals may see reviewers in the caustic light of our epigram. But does this portrayal fit the typical reviewer for the Academy of Management? Many would like to know. Much of an academic's life is spent in writing and evaluating, and there is little doubt that success in publishing articles can have a significant impact on academic careers (Hunt & Blair, 1987) . Hence, knowledge about the reviewing process would be interesting and useful to many academics.
Insights about the entire editorial process can be gleaned from a careful reading of a wide range of introspective and research-based literature in the organizational sciences (Campbell, 1982; Kerr, Tolliver, & Petree, 1977; Lindsey, 1978; Pfeffer, Leong, & Strehl, 1977; Whitley, 1970; Wolff, 1970) . In particular, a recent book by , which provides a variety of perspectives from authors, editors, reviewers, and readers, deserves close attention from anyone involved with journal publishing.
Although this body of literature is useful, for the most part it neglects to examine systematically the processes used by a body of reviewers that ultimately lead to their recommendations to editors. Except for the occasional piece on an individual's approach toward reviewing empirical papers (e.g., Schwab, 1985) , reviewers as a group have not often been asked to reveal much about the processes they use to review theoretical or empirical works, especially in the management journals. This dearth of knowledge prompts questions like the following: What do reviewers do when they receive a manuscript from an editor? Do reviewers review differently? Do reviewers of different types of journals review differently? The present research sought to address those issues, seeking to provide insights into the review process and to enhance understanding of the practices of reviewers.
WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT REVIEWING
Seemingly diverse responses to a manuscript from reviewers and the resulting editorial decision sometimes confound or anger authors (Frost, 1985) . Indeed, the results of correlation studies on reliability between referees appear disturbing in terms of scientific norms, for they do not bear out the assumption that referees consistently apply universal criteria based on scientific, objective, and common standards for evaluating manuscripts. Lindsey's (1978) review of ten studies on interjudge reliability in the review process reported correlations ranging from .07 to .84 for agreement between reviewers regarding particular manuscripts. Lindsey indicated that reviewers emphasized different standards. Further, most studies (e.g., Bowen, Perloff, & Jacoby, 1972; Gottfredson, 1978) have reported correlations of less than .30. However, most of those studies have not indicated whether the papers being reviewed were purely theoretical, like those published by the Academy of Management Review (AMR), or empirical like those in the Academy of Management Journal (AM/). We would expect higher reviewer agreement where there are well-developed paradigms (Lodahl & Gordon, 1972 ). Yet Scott (1975) found that the lowest levels of reviewer agreement on empirical papers concerned criteria for adequacy of research design.
The speculation that reviewers who use different standards may violate the norms of science was supported by one experiment in which 30 "pseudo-manuscripts"-slightly modified versions of papers already published-were sent back to the journals in which they had appeared 18-32 months before (Peters & Geci, 1980) . Reviewers recognized only 10 percent of the masquerades as such, and only 14 percent of the remainder were found acceptable for publication.
Arguments that intraclass correlation is an inappropriate method for judging interrater agreement partially discount such indictments (Campbell, 1982) . For example, Grandall (1978) reanalyzed correlation data showing low agreement by directly comparing pairs of reviewer recommendations to editors. He found complete agreement for 33 percent of the cases, variation by only one point for 27 percent, and total disagreement for only 4 percent. Those results were similar to data from a psychology journal (Scarr & Weber, 1978) in which 78 percent agreement was found on the reject or rejectresubmit categories, the two most critical areas of advice to an editor. Given that editors often choose reviewers with differing areas of expertise to get contrasting perspectives, such a degree of reviewer consistency seems understandable.
The foregoing findings suggest that there might be differences in how reviewers approach their task. An examination of the process by which reviewers handle an article could lead to an explanation of some of those differences. Previous research has suggested that an underlying ideology about the appropriate role of a reviewer influences w^hat reviewers do, the recommendations they make, and how they are made. The literature on reviewer roles is potentially enlightening.
Some work (e.g.. Crane, 1967 ) has suggested that the major role of a reviewer is to serve as a "gatekeeper" who protects journals against publishing shoddy work. For example, Beyer noted that reviewers "are looking for something in a submission that justifies not publishing the article, and given the low consensus in the social sciences over many issues, they usually find it " (1978: 82) . High rejection rates and occasionally caustic feedback may lead many authors to assume that reviewers are critical gatekeepers. Yet authors' observations, based on the piecemeal evidence of rejection or acceptance comments, hardly provide a good foundation for conclusions about how reviewers approach their task.
Some researchers have reflected on role definitions other than the gatekeeper function. Pondy (1985) described reviewers as taking the role of an attorney and argued that although they have an obligation to the "court system," they might treat their "client-authors" in ways that protect the authors from the biases in the system and assist them in "presenting their case." Rousseau (1985) suggested that reviewers' roles vary with circumstances and range from that of critic to that of mentor or advocate (defense attorney). Daft (1985) described both the evaluative and developmental components of a reviewer's job. Although they are useful reports from single reviewers, these descriptions and prescriptions are highly individualized and provide little insight into how reviewers as a group pursue their activities.
One study (Cummings, Frost, & Vakil, 1985) has provided some insight based on content analysis of files for each of 27 referees of the Academy of Management Journal. They identified two dominant reviewing styles, "coach" and "critic," through analysis of archival communications with the editor; some reviewers studied, however, did not possess a clearly recognizable style of reviewing. This study found that both coaches and critics were "good reviewers." Reviewers in both groups were thorough and attentive to detail, and they emphasized methodology and substantive matters to a greater extent in making their decisions than did reviewers without a dominant style. Hence, a combination of commitment and effort led to what the investigators termed good reviews, even though reviewers differed in their degree of criticism. All these reviewers were dealing with empirical studies for which methodology might be a more dominant concern than other criteria. Since AMR articles are not empirical, AMR reviewers may use different criteria from AMJ reviewers or otherwise process manuscripts differently. For example, empirical work could be evaluated on the basis of methodological appropriateness, whereas theoretical pieces are possibly subject to more interpretive evaluation by a reviewer as to their adequacy. We would expect AMR reviewers, as a whole, to report taking a longer time to read articles than AMJ reviewers and also to report that criteria for evaluation are less clear (Beyer, 1978) . Using a methodology different from that of Cummings and colleagues (1985) , the present study examined reviewers from both the empirical AMJ and the nonempirical AMR.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Our survey of previous literature on reviewing activities suggested three interesting questions. First, how do Academy of Management reviewers typically process manuscripts? Second, how do reviewers differ from one another as they perform their task? Third, are there differences between AMR and AMJ reviewers?
METHODS

Instrument and Respondents
Curiosity about reviewing practices led the senior author to construct a questionnaire and to send it to 48 of the 51 AMR board members in August 1985. (The editor, the book review editor, and the author were excluded from the population.) Using an introspective protocol-recall procedure suggested by Schwab (1985) to develop a hypothetical review process, I generated 38 items dealing with the initial receipt of manuscripts, concerning, for instance, decisions to be taken in light of familiarity with topic or authors; manuscript review, including citation checking and note making; manuscript evaluation, or application of criteria; remarks to authors; and revisions. All items appear in Table 1 . Respondents were asked to circle, on a 5-point scale, the frequency with which the action indicated in these 38 process items represented their typical practice. Open-ended questions at the end of each section allowed respondents to clarify answers. Finally, there were four questions asking respondents to report on the time burdens associated with the review process and four on reviewing experience.
Two years later, a modified version of the instrument was handdelivered or mailed to 50 members of the AMJ review board as the result of suggestions from both the AMJ editor and two reviewers of an earlier manuscript describing the AMR results. Four questions concerning methodological issues that were not germane to AMR were added to the questionnaire. The junior author reviewed all existing items for relevance on the basis of his experience; he acted as the editor of an empirically-oriented journal for six years, edited a practitioner-oriented journal for three years, and has served as a regular and an ad hoc reviewer.
Responses were received from 39 of the 48 AMR reviewers (81%) and from 34 of 50 AMJ reviewers (68%). The high response rate from the population reduced the need to do a follow-up of nonrespondents to examine potential bias.
Analytical Procedures
To determine the review process used by a group of reviewers, we tabulated descriptive statistics for the respondents as a whole. The means and standard deviations provided a basis for interpreting typical reviewer activities and background information regarding reviewing time and experience.
Several analyses were then performed in order to ascertain differences among reviewers. Initially, trying to replicate the results of Cummings, Frost, and Vakil (1985) , we looked for the coach and critic reviewer styles they found. We chose 15 items that appeared to identify coaches and critics from the questionnaire and subjected them to factor analysis using varimax rotation, since Cummings and colleagues argued that the two styles are independent. Examination of the results did not support the coach-critic duality but led to a more detailed examination of the methodology underlying the conceptualization of the two roles. The roles were derived from an analysis of editorial correspondence rather than from self-reports by reviewers. Cummings and his coauthors examined whether and to what extent these roles influenced eight dimensions of the manuscript review process, which they called thoroughness, amount of technical detail, significance of technical detail, wisdom, methodological emphasis, quantitative/qualitative, substantive, and style. Hence, these process dimensions became the basis for further analysis of responses to the present study's questionnaire.
Drawing on sections of our questionnaire related to the operational definitions of those eight dimensions, we selected 13 items and factor-analyzed them using oblique rotation on both groups of reviewers (AMR and AMJ) since we could not assume that any resulting factors were orthogonal. We created three indexes on the basis of the factors that emerged and named them thoroughness, guidance, and substance. The variables identified as loading on those factors include all items selected for this specific factor analysis. The Appendix gives further details on these and all other indexes developed.
The next step in the analysis process was to determine whether the three identified indexes of reviewer practices related to other self-reported reviewing activities or reviewer characteristics. We factor-analyzed three other sets of items to obtain a parsimonious set of variables. A first set, treating all items dealing with criteria for manuscript evaluation, resulted in two indexes, gestalt and criteria; a second factor analysis, including all questions on revisions, also resulted in two indexes, attention and revision; a third, treating all remaining items, failed to converge and hence gave no meaningful results.
As noted in the Appendix, we also tallied comments critical of this study's instrument to obtain the criticism index and tallied both explanations of responses and criticisms for the explanation index. These were Initial receipt 1. Within two days of receipt I read the paper to determine my expertise. 2. I read the entire paper to determine my expertise to review. 3. If unfamiliar with topic, I notify the editor within two days. 4. Within one week, I preread the manuscript to get a sense of it. 5. I am generally aware of the likely author of the paper. 6. If I know the author, I decline to review. Manuscript review 7. After prereading, I wait a few days to review the paper. 8. When not intimately familiar with the topic, I check other sources. 9. I look up citations to unfamiliar literature. 10. I read original citations if the author's interpretation differs from mine. 11. I make notes on the paper as I read it. 12. I outline reactions and reread the paper. 13. I read the paper at least twice before preparing comments. 14. I discuss parts of a paper I'm uncertain about with local colleagues. 15. I discuss parts of a paper I'm uncertain about with external peers. 16. I share an interesting paper with colleagues and students. All variables except time and background were rated on a Likert scale with always = 1 and never = 5; N = 73 except for a few variables with missing data.
'' A t-test revealed significant differences between AM] and AMR reviewers.
• 1 = frequent, 2 = occasional, 3 = rare.
examined because they figured in Cummings and colleagues' list of review characteristics. Since we believed time to be an important characteristic of the review process, we created the time variable by aggregating all four variables from the section of the questionnaire on reviewing time. Finally, we captured the reviewer characteristic of experience by summing four variables for the experience index. The resulting indexes were correlated with one another and with the item identifying journal in order to determine relationships between reviewer practices and characteristics and to reveal patterns of differences between reviewers. To determine whether any differences existed across reviewers for the theoretical and empirical journals, we used t-tests to compare AMJ and AMR reviewers on each variable and index.
RESULTS
How Do Reviewers Typically Process Manuscripts?
Table 1 provides the basic data describing the responses to the items on the questionnaire. Although some questions elicited strikingly similar responses from most respondents, others produced substantial variation. The following describes a common pattern followed by a majority of reviewers.
Most reviewers say that they either read an entire manuscript or skim it within a week of receiving it to determine their expertise and obtain a sense of the work. Two reviewers shared their "ideal model," which we paraphrase as follows:
I determine if I should review the paper on the basis of (a) the topic's fit with my expertise, (b) true blind review, (c) potential bias from my own work. If anything is doubtful, I notify the editor to discuss whether to proceed or return the paper.
A typical pattern includes making notes on the manuscript as it is read, outlining reactions, and then rereading it before preparing comments. One respondent commented: Reviewers are unlikely to discuss a paper with external peers, nor are they likely to share papers with local colleagues or students. Perhaps one respondent's comment typifies a common practice: "On rare occasions, I may ask a colleague a question about literature, but not [about] the entire paper."
Respondents explained why such discussion is rare in several ways: "I don't need peer feedback, because I'm the expert"; "I don't want to bother my peers"; "I don't want to reveal my ignorance." The rating forms contain several criteria to help reviewers make recommendations to an editor about the disposition of a manuscript, with the choices being to accept, to advise revisions, and to reject. As reviewers prepare their final evaluations, they tend to have already made up their minds as to final disposition, with one or two criteria dominating their recommendation. The most consistent comment was "It is impossible to consider all criteria since they are not equally important."
This comment and the pattern of responses to questions on "remarks to authors" suggest that, regardless of the final recommendation, many reviewers feel obligated to indicate to authors what problems in manuscripts require resolution. Responses on remarks to authors were characterized by high consistency and little variation. Believing that "this is the most constructive part of the review," several reviewers remarked that they tried to prepare two or three single-spaced pages of comments with lots of detail in order to promote better scholarship and writing.
Some typical elaborations on reviewer comments were:
I focus on serious concerns that would stop me from recommending publication and suggest concretely what the author can do to eliminate these concerns. I try to overcome my own bias and guide in a way that improves the author's paper, not my interpretation of what the paper should be like.
Many authors link their revision to the first version and expect reviewers to see and appreciate the connection. However, the evidence suggests that what reviewers pay attention to are the comments of other reviewers and the author's reactions, not the original manuscript itself. Further, reviewers tend to read reviewer comments and author reactions before reading a revision; they then apply the same evaluation criteria to the revision that they applied to the original manuscript. Reviewers usually expect that a revision will adequately address comments made on the original reviews. As two respondents noted:
Revisions are rhetorical arguments and present problems; I'm open to disagreement with my suggestions, but I want good reasons and improved clarity in the manuscript. I'm also influenced by the second reviewer's initial comments.
Failure to address substantive or major points of a criticism cause problems in evaluating the revision. The foregoing suggests that substantial time is spent in performing a typical review. Indeed, assuming an average of 1.5 papers a month, a typical reviewer will devote about one full work day a month to the review process for one of these journals alone. Revisions tend to consume even more time, since reviewers read additional correspondence and some compare revisions to the original work.
As for experience, most reviewers have served on multiple review boards or have frequently done ad hoc reviewing. The data on time on a board were confounded by the fact that the time frame differed for the two journals studied; the questionniare was administered in the last year of the editor's term for AMJ and in the first year of the editor's term for AMR.
How Do Reviewers Differ from One Another as They Perform Their Task?
The factor analyses described earlier were used to help determine whether there were different patterns of reviewing practice. We created summed indexes for all variables loading at .50 or higher on a factor (see the Appendix). These indexes differentiated reviewers' practices.
As indicated earlier, reviewers differ along dimensions called thoroughness, substance, and guidance. The thoroughness index comes from the sections of the questionnaire on initial receipt and manuscript review. Both the substance and guidance indexes come from the section dealing with comments to authors. These three factors accounted for 57 percent of the variance, and all had eigenvalues greater than one.
Reviewers scoring high on thoroughness emphasize the following in the review process: skimming; waiting for a few days to think about the manuscript or to check other sources; reading the manuscript at least twice; and checking citations and back issues of the journal and original sources, particularly when the reviewer is either unfamiliar with the topic or differs with the author in interpretation of literature. Thus, thorough reviewers would ensure they were very knowledgeable about both subject matter and manuscript. A high score on the substance index suggests that reviewers would focus on pointing out flaws in logic or theory; raising specific disagreements about issues, arguments, and assumptions; and explaining why they disagree. Reviewers high on guidance would tend to emphasize pointing out omissions, indicating issues that need to be addressed, and suggesting how a manuscript could be better focused.
Some reviewers might emphasize all three dimensions and others might emphasize one set or another. We created a composite measure by categorizing reviewers into three groups: (1) those who scored at or above the median on all three indexes, (2) those who scored below the median on all tliree, and (3) those who had any other combination of scores on the indexes. Under this typology, 14 percent of the respondents fall in group 1, 21 percent are in group 2, and 65 percent are in group 3. Attempts to compare this typology with other variables and indexes proved fruitless; nonetheless, each of the components provides additional understanding of reviewer differences. Table 2 presents the intercorrelations of all indexes. As might be expected, thorough reviewers clearly devote substantially more time to the review process. The thoroughness dimension is also significantly correlated with the attention dimension, indicating that thorough reviewers continue their pattern into the revision stage; that is, they do not treat revisions as new documents, and they reread the original manuscript both before and after reading the revision. Thoroughness is also correlated with the gestalt dimension. When completing the criteria section of the rating form for final recommendation to an editor about a manuscript, the reviewers high on this dimension have not made up their minds, complete the rating form before making a final decision, and consider the entire pattern of criteria on the rating form.
Guidance and substance are significantly correlated, yet there are differences between the two as to correlations with other indexes. Both guidance and substance are correlated with the criticism dimension, but guidance is correlated with explanation and substance with attention. This pattern seems to indicate that reviewers scoring high on substance emphasize the technical content of manuscripts, focus on detail, and treat revisions as independent from an initial submission. Reviewers high on guidance, although also concerned with technical content, appear to make efforts to elaborate on their ideas. For instance, one reviewer wrote:
I'm primarily concerned with originality of the contribution of the material. This is the most important factor to me and is subsumed in the rating scale. An original article can always be made publishable with appropriate guidance.
Correlations provide additional insight into important aspects of the review process. When reviewers handle revisions, the extent to which the original manuscript is considered varies. More thorough reviewers pay more attention to the original, but those who focus on detail and are high on the criticism dimension pay less attention to the original version of a manuscript.
Unexpectedly, the only significant correlate with experience is time. Those with more experience report that it takes them more time to perform reviews.
As for manuscript evaluation, recall that thorough reviewers tend to use a holistic approach, represented by the gestalt dimension. Gestalt is also related to the explanation index: those who provide comprehensive elaboration also tend to take a holistic approach to evaluation. The final dimension of evaluation, criteria, is correlated with the journal variable. The use of formal criteria and the focus within those criteria vary across the two journals (t = 3.19, p = .01). AM/ reviewers tend to focus on one or two of the formal criteria. AMR reviewers appear to be less confined by the formal evaluation criteria and use a broader set of criteria to evaluate manuscripts. The only other variahle significantly correlated with journal was guidance. There was a tendency for AMR reviewers to provide more guidance (t = 2.21, p = .03), perhaps because the criteria for evaluation of AMR manuscripts are less well defined than those for AMJ manuscripts.
Are There Differences Between AMR and AMJ Reviewers?
Aside from the differences noted in the discussions of the first two research questions regarding emphasis on criteria and guidance, only four variables emerge as significant from t-tests comparing journals. AMR reviewers are more inclined to outline their reactions and to reread a manuscript than are AMJ reviewers (t = -2.4, p = .02). AMR reviewers are less likely to discuss a manuscript with colleagues than are their AMJ counterparts (t = 1.95, p = .05). AMJ reviewers tend to spend less time than AMR reviewers on those manuscripts on which both groups indicated they spent the least time (t = 2.58, p = .01). Finally, AMR reviewers typically take more time to review manuscripts (t = 2.08, p = .04).
DISCUSSION
What have these reviewers told us about how they work? Respondents reported that reviewing is a demanding, difficult, and time-consuming task. Most of them indicated that they seek to ensure that they are familiar with the content of a manuscript and its topic. They carefully read manuscripts, often double-checking some parts. However, some reviewers are more thorough than others.
Thoroughness and its correlates revealed that reviewers vary in the degree to which they prepare themselves for the review process and in how they carry it out. Clearly, the more thorough reviewers invest more time in the process. It is interesting that thoroughness is not significantly related to substance or guidance. Apparently, thoroughness bears little relationship to the interaction between a reviewer and an author; the comments returned to the author may reveal little about the extent of the reviewer's preparation or time invested. Hence, authors should be reluctant to draw conclusions about a reviewer's attention to a manuscript on the basis of the nature or extent of written feedback. Short comments do not mean that a reviewer has not done a thorough job, just as a long list may not mean thoroughness.
The nature of written feedback to authors appears to split into two related dimensions-substance and guidance. A high index score on substance reveals a tendency to focus on the underlying content of a manuscript, especially on flaws in logic or theory, assumptions and arguments, and sources of disagreement. On the other hand, reviewers scoring high on guidance tend to be more developmental in their approach in that they make specific comments about omissions, issues to be addressed, and ways to focus the manuscript and improve it. As two reviewers wrote:
I find I comment a lot regarding "expand this section," "this section unclear," "what questions are being answered here," "what are the research implications." I write many comments, which is very time consuming. I usually make some general overriding point most critical to the paper. Then I also provide a detailed point-by-point critique linked to page, paragraph, and specific lines.
Those reviewers who provided much guidance in the review process tended to make more critical comments on the questionnaire and to offer more explanation of their responses to it than did other respondents. Those explaining their responses were less likely to prejudge a manuscript and tended to use a holistic set of judgment criteria, consistent with the finding that the substance dimension was significantly correlated with criticism but not with explanation. In other words, reviewers who focus on technical content (substance) may not take the next step and provide guidance for improvement. This suggests that the coach-critic distinction may have some validity, even though these self-report data did not directly confirm those roles.
In terms of decision making about a manuscript, since more thorough reviewers appear to consider the entire pattern of criteria before making a decision, they appear to have formed a gestalt about the value of the manuscript. In contrast, less thorough reviewers may focus on specific criteria, such as what reviewers identify as "fatal flaws." As one reviewer commented, "Sometimes it is clear that it is a bad manuscript and not worth my time." AMJ's reviewers differ from AMR's when it comes to evaluation criteria. Because articles submitted to AMR do not use empirical methodologies, applying an indefinite set of criteria is more likely for AMR reviewers than for AMJ reviewers, who can focus on technical issues of methodology. As one reviewer noted, "A composite set of criteria of a hazy nature are used since evaluation is complex, multidimensional, and has nuances the criteria don't capture." For AMR, variance on application of criteria seems bound to occur because of the interpretations required by imprecise decision rules, whereas AMJ reviewers may focus on one or two criteria. For example, one noted:
Some criteria bear more weight than others for specific papers. The priority of criteria is most critical in rejecting a manuscript, especially the criteria on contribution or expanding knowledge in a given area.
Others may focus on what one called a "fatal method flaw." The flaws in "theory-review" papers may be difficult to detect, which may account for AMR reviewers' higher scores on guidance. Perhaps there is a greater need to clarify the nature of problems with an AMR manuscript. Such guidance, in the form of written comments, tends to consume a bit more time for the typical AMR reviewer.
When processing revisions, less thorough reviewers do not tend to spend their time reading earlier versions of articles and hence treat revisions as new documents. Those emphasizing substance treat revisions as new, but those high on guidance spend time rereading initial submissions for comparison with revisions. As one reviewer noted:
Usually I mention differences in interpretation of literature in my review and suggest the author double-check the citation. On a resubmission, I would then check the original interpretation and then check the original citation.
Experience was expected to make a difference in reviewing practices. For instance, those who had done little reviewing might be expected to take more time than experienced reviewers. Those with more experience might become jaded in their outlook and perhaps grow very critical. The findings did not support those expectations. Indeed, those with much experience took more time to review than the relatively inexperienced. However, the finding may simply be a statistical artifact, since experienced reviewers have had more opportunities to experience extremes in the amount of time various manuscripts demand.
A few other words of caution are in order in interpreting these results. First, the data are self-reports of typical practices. Respondents may have inaccurately described their actual practices. Those who are less secure may give expected or professionally acceptable responses (Zerbe & Paulhus, 1987) . There is no evidence to support or refute that possibility, though one reviewer commented that the reviewing process is "fraught with uncertainty." Further, actual practice may diverge from what was stated as typical. And the use of "usually" or "occasionally" response options to describe average or typical practice requires an estimation on the part of a respondent. Use of a different technique, such as a diary method, might avoid some of these limitations, but, given the time constraints on most reviewers, it would be highly unlikely to be successful.
Second, because AMR reviewers responded near the beginning of that editor's term and the AMJ reviewers responded toward the end of their editor's term, there may be some maturation effects in the data. In addition, we excluded the four questions asked of AMJ reviewers but not of the AMR reviewers from the analysis. Missing data for AMR would have confounded results, and those items were not germane to AMR articles or to the review process as presented here.
Third, even with the high response rate that the current study enjoyed, it still suffered from the problem of small data sets when the analysis was split into AMJ and AMR subgroups. However, those subgroups are substantially larger than those used in other studies, such as the group of 16 on which Cummings and colleagues (1985) based their findings, and they represent, in effect, populations of interest.
Finally, some variables contained relatively low variance, which may have reduced our ability to replicate the coach-critic finding. Further, differences in the methods used to collect data-self-reports here versus content analysis in Cummings and colleagues-may account for the absence of such role definitions in the present results.
Further research might be done to discern whether the reviewing patterns found here are stable and if they exist when academics evaluate other types of work. For example, professors frequently evaluate book manu-scripts, student papers, colleagues' credentials, and papers for professional meetings, as well as journal manuscripts. It could be that an individual's evaluation pattern is generalizable to all types of evaluations. Some reviewers may tend to quickly dispense with tasks seen as onerous but necessary to this profession. As an unknown reviewer commented, "I have found it to be a demanding, difficult, time-consuming, and very thankless task."
IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
No doubt some authors who have received negative feedback may question these findings. We believe that all reviewers may provide guidance or focus on substance at some time and their doing so may often be perceived as negative. However, an author's time and psychological investment in a piece of work is likely to lead to defensive reactions to any sort of criticism of that work. If coupled with a rejection, even positive suggestions for improvement from reviewers are likely to be interpreted in a negative way. Hence, authors are not in a good position to verify whether these findings accurately reveal how reviewers behave. Moreover, these findings suggest that the nature of comments does not necessarily reflect the thoroughness of a reviewer: their extent and quality may reveal little of the total review process or preparation for review. Thus, comments may not reveal to authors the effort a reviewer has made.
It is clear that reviewers vary along certain dimensions. We do not know how stable the reviewing patterns found here are; they may be subject to external influences. Editorial instruction might influence reviewers, as it would seem reasonable that they would be sensitive to comments from the editors. This may have accounted for some differences between AMJ and AMR reviewers. Hence, editors should be sure that they clearly articulate their goals to reviewers. Reviewer style differences can also influence the editorial process and reactions of authors to it. Hence, editors should be sensitive to reviewers' styles as well as expertise. For example, editors may attempt to pair reviewers-such as one typically high on guidance with one usually emphasizing substance-of a manuscript to provide balance of perspectives. Editors should consider selection of reviewers, correspondence with them, and interpretation of feedback when making explanations in their correspondence with authors.
In effect, this study, although potentially interpretable as self-serving, suggests that most Academy of Management reviewers don't fit the role of caustic critic portrayed at the start of this article. Rather, this study provides a picture of involved professionals who commit substantial time to their discipline and to their colleagues, making efforts to improve the crafts of research and writing.
